
THE SNIPER

The Sniper is a short story written by Irish writer Liam O'Flaherty, set during the early weeks of the Irish Civil War, during
the Battle of Dublin. It is O'Flaherty's first .

It is June of  Once the Enemy Sniper is dead, the battle-hardened Sniper undergoes a transformation. All the
interest is centered on the subsequent psychological history of the informer; his failure to liberate himself from
the consciousness of the crime except through the expiation of death affords the theme. In the street beneath
all was still. Modern Ireland is a portion of the earth's surface which it would be necessary to imagine if it did
not exist. However, O'Flaherty does so successfully because he has already engaged the reader through the
fast-paced action and the unique detachment of the protagonist. However, according to James M. In , Ireland
finally gained complete independence. After you have conducted your research, write a paper analyzing "The
Sniper" from a historical point of view. The Easter Rising Irish home rule supporters were frustrated by this
delay. Not until the enemy is dead and his selfhood thus eradicated does the sniper feel a spark of curiosity as
to the man's identity. In the world of warfare, killing a fellow human being is a victory; for in war, soldiers,
like the sniper, face a situation where they must kill or be killed. He pushes the rifle upward so the cap appears
over the edge of the roof. Dublin lay enveloped in darkness but for the dim light of the moon that shone
through fleecy clouds, casting a pale light as of approaching dawn over the streets and the dark waters of the
Liffey. He dropped immediately. He placed the cotton wadding over the wound and wrapped the dressing over
it. Neither intellectual refinement nor the impedimenta of culture and religion operate to confuse the complete
identification with nature which is the predominant feature of his work. They raised the Communist flag over
it and declared an Irish socialist revolution. Then when the smoke cleared, he peered across and uttered a cry
of joy. Then he returned the flask to his pocket. The lack of light also has symbolic significance: it
underscores the murky, ambiguous situation that a civil war poses. O'Flaherty retired from writing in the mids,
moved to Dublin shortly thereafter, but spent much of his time traveling. By presenting his stark ending but
not exploring it, O'Flaherty also emphasizes the universality of civil war. The sniper turns over the dead body
only to realize that the dead man is his brother. The flash might be seen in the darkness, and there were
enemies watching. O'Flaherty became most known for his stories about nature, animals, and Irish peasants, not
for the stories he wrote about urban Ireland. At the beginning he is presented as the perfect and idealized
archetype of the tyrannicide. His disgust for the civil war manifests itself physically, as his teeth begin to
chatter, and he starts cursing both himself and the war. His mind gets involved in denying his situation as "he
began to gibber to himself, cursing the war, cursing himself, cursing everybody. Then taking out his field
dressing, he ripped open the packet with his knife. The cease-fire between the two Irish armies was not called
until spring of that year. The enemy sniper then stands up clearly, only to be shot instantly by the Republican
sniper with a revolver. Cite this article Pick a style below, and copy the text for your bibliography. Then the
sniper shoots the old woman as she tries to run away. The objections to the mode have never been clearly
formulated, although adherence to it has often been enough to discredit much of the work of Conrad and
Dostoievski in the eyes of some critics.


